
 

Grand Parents’ Day 

 

 

Grand Parents are the roots of our family and play a very important role in the life of 

the grand children. A day was marked to celebrate their presence in our life by 

honoring them and expressing our love and respect through a spectacular show. 82 

students presented a special song. A skit portraying the love between the grandparents 

and the grand children was presented which was liked by all. A vibrant yoga 

performance-Shiv Tandav was also presented. It was followed by a fascinating dance 

performance by 55 students. 

 

E-newsletter 



Theatre Activity Cyber Week Science & 

Environment  Week 

Math Skill Week 

Class activity on  theme. 

Students shared useful 

messages through their 

performance. The 

activity helped the 

students to improve 

their pronunciation, 

intonation and dialogue 

delivery. They build 

confidence to perform 

before the audience 

without any kind of 

stage fear. 

In the current 

situation, it’s almost 

impossible to carry 

out  works without  

having a sound 

knowledge of 

computers. 

Computer lab 

activities were 

conducted for the 

students for better 

exposure. 

Audio-visual 

presentations and class 

activities were 

conducted to let the 

students 

understand the 

environment  and use 

of science for the 

betterment of the 

society. 

Just like learning to walk 

before you can run, 

learning multiplication 

and memorizing the  

tables are building 

blocks for other math 

topics taught in schools. 

Hence Maths skill 

activity was conducted 

which was  based on 

Mathematical concepts 

and operations and 

multiplication tables. 

 

Parents’-Teachers’ Meeting  

 

 

 



Play with Clay 

 

It is a known fact that having a good hand-eye coordination improves a child’s agility, 

athleticism and handwriting. It also helps in muscle building and strengthening. 

Keeping this in mind a week was devoted to enhance creativity by making objects with 

clay. 

 

Hindi Poetry Recitation 

 

Three students from each house participated and recited the finest poems written by 

Mahadevi Verma, Makhan Lal Chaturvedi, Harivansh Rai Bachchan and Subhadra 

Kumari Chouhan. The Jr.choir, Koustabh band presented  ‘Pushp ki Abhilasha’, written 

by MakhanLal Chaturvedi. 

 

Origami Week 

Badge and Mask making Origami is the Japanese art of paper folding. Educational 

benefits of  origami includes behavioral skills, cooperative learning, a link  to Math, 



cognitive development, multi-cultural awareness and community building and hand 

eye coordination. 

Math Magic Week 

Students solved worksheets based on mathematical concepts and operations to hone 

their  skills in mathematics. 

Inter-House Spell Bee 

 
In order to help the students  improve their spellings, increase their vocabulary, learn 

concepts and develop correct English usage, an Inter-House Spell Bee contest was 

organized for the students of classes IV & V. Thirty six students –six per house took part 

in the contest. There were various rounds based on   spellings , homophones, idioms 

and phrases etc. It was a great learning experience for the audience as well. 

 

Inter –House Science Quiz  

  



The students of classes IV & V participated with great enthusiasm .The program was 

based on the 3 R’s. The show began with the words of the missile man Dr. A.P.J.Abdul 

Kalam- ‘Science is a beautiful gift to humanity, we should not destroy it.’ 

There were five rounds;-  Get set go, Hidden –chunk round, Rapid fire round, Light and 

Thunder round and the fastest fingers first-the buzzer round. 

  
 

C.G. Foundation Day 

Students celebrated the foundation day of their state by presenting various programs. 

Children enjoyed the folk dances of Chhattisgarh. Anchoring was also done in 

Chhattisgarhi dialect. A power point presentation on Chhattisgarh was very 

informative. Students came to know about various folk dances, songs, traditional food 

and important tourist spots of Chhattisgarh. 

  

 

 



Children’s Day 

 

An assembly which was truly special in the sense that it was conducted solely by the 

teachers, was organized on 14th November, 2018. The program began with the 

introduction of the day followed by a thought, news, poem and speech by the teachers. 

A musical parody, a hilarious play ‘Parda Uthao…Parda Girao’ , a dance drama on ‘Sita-

Haran’ and a spectacular Bharatnatyam  were the main attraction of the day. 

 

 



Swachchhata Pakhwada 

 

Android App Development Workshop 

  

Awareness on Posco 

 

Career Counselling  

 



Science Quiz  

 

The Annual Science Quiz was conducted by Science Club on 9th October 2018 in our 

school auditorium for classes VI-VIII. This time a new mobile application was 

introduced in buzzer round to make the second round easy. A total six rounds were 

conducted which consisted of questions based on Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 

Commerce and Sports. In between the rounds, scientific and interesting fillers were 

used to enhance scientific temperament of the students. All the rounds were conducted 

successfully which created a new benchmark. All the teachers of science were actively 

involved in it. Mr. Newton Pati  and Mr. Pankaj Shrivastava  coordinated the event. 

 

 

 



Spell Bee  

 

The final bout of the Inter House Spell Bee Contest was organized on 15th October, 2018 

for the students of classes VI – XII. In the times of auto-correct, predictive text and spell 

check, spell bee contest came as a whiff of fresh breeze. The inter house spell bee 

contest for classes IV-XII was organized by the department of English in the school 

auditorium. Selected contestants from all six houses participated and made it highly 

meaningful. The contest cast a tremendous impact among the viewers, triggering in 

them an awesome inspiration for participating in a similar competition. It enhanced 

their knowledge about the spellings and the language. Students participated with great 

enthusiasm and duelled through the difficult words to prove their mettle. It was a 

wonderful learning experience not only for the participants but also for their peers and 

served to enrich the vocabulary bank of the students.

 



National Unity Day  

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas (National Unity Day) was introduced by the Government of 
India and inaugurated by Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi in 2014. The intent is to 
pay tribute to Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, who was instrumental in keeping India united. 
It is  celebrated on 31 October every year as an annual commemoration of the birthday 
of the Iron Man of India, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, one of the founding leaders 
of Republic of India. 

The official statement for Rashtriya Ekta Diwas by the Home Ministry of India cites that 
the National Unity Day "will provide an opportunity to re-affirm the inherent strength 
and resilience of our nation to withstand the actual and potential threats to the unity, 
integrity, and security of our country."  

A marathon was organized under the flagship of UNESCO and Sports Club jointly, on 

23rd July, 2016. The athletes for all houses had participated with great vigour. Hon’ble 

Principal of our school had encouraged the team for their performance. 
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English Poetry Recitation Competition 

 

 

World Post Day 

  

World Post Day aims to increase the awareness among people about the Postal Sector’s 

role in everyday life. The day marks the anniversary of the establishment of Universal 

Postal Union in 1874 in the Swiss Capital Bern.  

The UNESCO Club of O.P. Jindal School, Raigarh celebrated the World Post Day by 

creating awareness on Philately activities. Enthusiastic children enrolled themselves 

for the exam organised by the Postal Department and opened account in the post office. 

A letter writing competition was held where class VIII, IX & X participated. The topics 

focused on the contribution of Postal Sector towards the social and economic 

development of the country. 



World Aids Day 

  

World AIDS Day, annually observed on December 1, is a time for reflection on what we 

have achieved with regard to the national and global response to HIV, and what we still 

need to achieve. This day is observed to raise awareness about AIDS and the global 

spread of the HIV virus. Our school also actively contributed to this global endeavour.  

This  year  the  Jr. Red Cross Society, NSS and Health & Wellness Club of our school 

collaboratively  organized a  special  radio program  and   other activities  to  make our  

students  aware of the significance of this day. Students in the Senior Wing (classes X-

XII)   actively participated under the guidance of our dedicated team of teachers, school 

doctor  and counsellor  to make this event a  successful one. 

 

Annual Sports Day 

`  

 



The Annual Sports Day of the school was held on 14.12.2018. Chief guest was Major 

General Sanjay Meston (SM/Vishisht Sewa Medal). The guests were warmly welcomed 

with bouquets followed by a welcome song. Kick starting the event, the Chief Guest 

lighted the torch. After that, the balloons were released by the students when the sports 

day meet was declared open. Set on the tune of school band, the parade marched by.  

 

There were many exciting programmes on the day like Sack race, Dance drill, 

Chhattisgarhi dance and Yoga display by Primary & Middle Wing. They were highly 

lauded by everyone present there. One of the most thrilling events of the day was 

100x4 metres relay race. There were loud cheers, excitement and fun. The tiny –tots of 

the school were also not far behind. They stole the hearts of the audience with their 

sporting activities. The Chief Guest appreciated the efforts made by the students and 

staff of the school.  

 

Mr. R.K. Trivedi, the Principal called upon the students to pursue careers in the field of 

games and sports too. In his reports, he also highlighted the school’s achievements in 

games and sports. Many prizes and medals were also given away on this occasion.  
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